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BackBeat A Cappella
and the road to
chartering
by Jayne Roper & Chrissie Boden, BackBeat A Cappella

On Monday, 4th February 2019, we received
official confirmation that BackBeat A Cappella
(BBAC) had been accepted into Sweet Adelines
International Region 31. In the weeks that
followed, we were overwhelmed by the number of
heartfelt congratulations and welcome messages
that pinged into our inboxes and upon our
timelines—it was wonderful to be able
to share our journey (so far!), and our
achievement with the organisation,
the community, and the friends we
had made along the way. BackBeat A
Cappella was the result of two years
of hard work, friendship, shared
ambition, and a love of all things
music!
So where did it all begin?
In the summer of 2016, we joined forces with friends, Hilary Pinnock and Kate Ravenscroft,
to have a go at starting a new chorus aimed at introducing barbershop and Sweet Adelines
International to a new audience. Following a month or so of promotion and having secured a
super rehearsal space, we were ecstatic when over 40 women (all new to barbershop) walked
through the door on the first night, billed as a four-week a cappella singing course.
We knew we were doing something right when the four weeks were over and the women
kept coming back, some bringing friends and family with them! As we were new to leading
a chorus, it was important to share the BBAC vision with the women who had invested their
time and bought into our chorus culture. With a strong emphasis on collaboration, fun and
a commitment to learning, the chorus has gone from strength to strength, rising to all new
challenges. But we couldn’t have done it without the generous support of a number of
inspirational coaches who have helped us along the way. Thank you, you know who you are!
Having chartered with Sweet Adelines, our next goal is to compete in regional competition in
Cardiff this May 2019. This is a significant and wonderfully terrifying prospect for us! So, from
the 26 chartered members of BackBeat A Cappella, 19 of which have been with us since our
first rehearsal, thank you for all of your good wishes and we very much look forward to seeing
you all at convention!
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Let it go
by Julia Parlett, Surrey Harmony

With over 30 guests swelling their ranks at rehearsal on 17th
January, the risers were positively heaving and the roof was
raised as members and guests tackled the well known song
from Frozen, Let It Go.

newcomers, many of whom have never sung barbershop
before. The sound we made was fabulous and very exciting.”

Sandwiched between fun warm ups and social time with
drinks for warm down, the standard of musical performance
was very high and most enjoyable. Musical Director, Lorraine
Turner, was delighted with the evening:

“Our choice of repertoire worked well and attracted a wide
range of ages. Warm ups and then sectionals with the music
team provided lots of support for all new singers as well as
for our current members whilst we tackled this new, fun song.
We look forward to welcoming back some of our guests in
the future, either in our audiences or on the risers.”

“We had a wonderful productive evening. We were pleased
to be able to share our love of our craft with so many

Pay it forward
by Hilary Pinnock, Regional Marketing
Coordinator & Helen Walledge, London City
Singers
Pay it forward... an age old concept but one that has truly
stood the tests of time and one that’s as relevant today as it
ever has been.
Now and again the Region 31 Management Team receives
charity enquiries from members looking for regional support
for their particular good cause. As a result, an annual charity
protocol has been developed for us as a region to follow so
that we can respond effectively to such requests.
It’s a simple premise. It’s completely voluntary but could
offer support to some really well-meaning projects. It does
not involve financial donations and you can support it as an
individual member or as an ensemble group. And again, it’s
completely voluntary.

Surrey Harmony President Karen Pallot added:

So, what is it?
In its 20th birthday year, Region 31 is asking choruses to
apply to be the region’s featured Charity of the Year. Even if
your chorus doesn’t currently support a specific good cause,
perhaps this might be a good time to consider doing so.
What’s in it for the charity?
Region 31 will facilitate support for twelve months – from
May to April each year – with mentions and updates via the
regional social media channels. It will be advertised in the
Harmony Rag with articles to increase awareness. Where
appropriate, there can be a link via the Quartet of Nations
website, too.
How does it work?
Your chorus should request an application form from
marketing@sweetadelines.org.uk, complete it and return it to
the same email address ahead of the April 30th deadline. One
submission will be drawn at random and announced during
the convention weekend and will become the Region 31
charity for the coming year.
Is it as simple as that?
Financial requests may not be submitted, unfortunately, so
please think laterally of other ways members can support
your chosen charity.
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2018 was a fantastic year for Sheffield Harmony. We achieved
a bronze medal at the Spanish Association of Barbershop
Singers Convention in Benalmadena in April, celebrated
our 40th birthday in style in October (including a fashion
parade of glittering chorus costumes across the decades)
and welcomed our new Chorus Director, Rosalind Kipps.
Ros has an amazing track record in directing, coaching and
performing with some of the UK’s most successful choruses
and quartets. We feel very lucky to have her and are now
really excited about what 2019 has in store.
We particularly love to use our enjoyment of singing to
raise money for charity. Our Charity of the Year is Sheffield
Young Carers (SYC), a project supporting children and young
people throughout Sheffield who care for one or more family
members who have disabilities, long-term physical illnesses,
mental health difficulties and/or a problem with drugs or
alcohol. Ros was delighted to present Katy Borland, the
project’s Director of Funding and External Relations, with
a cheque for £315 at the start of December. This was partly
raised through our Christmas Jumper Rehearsal. I’m sure
you’ll agree that we all look very fetching!
At a variety of hugely enjoyable sing-outs over the Christmas
period we collected a further £150 for SYC, performed at a

While Region 31 will endorse and support the chosen charity
through regional support and PR, the expectation is that the
chorus who nominated the charity will actively facilitate all
workings of the fundraising efforts.
It is also important to note that the winning charity cannot
re-apply the following year.
My charity wasn’t chosen, now what do I do?
Your chorus’ existing fundraising efforts for the charity should
continue and shouldn’t be affected by this Region 31 charity
support program. You will need to apply again the following
year if you want the region’s support.
Region 31 will feature all charities submitted in the postconvention edition of Harmony Rag.
I’m interested but I don’t know where to start?
Here is a good example currently in operation via the
RMT’s Communications Coordinator, Emma Riley, for SPEAR

Sheffield Harmony
singing to make a
difference
by Carole Hall, Sheffield Harmony
fundraising concert for the Wellbeing of Women (a UK charity
dedicated to improving the health of women and babies),
raised money for the Cavendish Centre who support the
families of cancer patients and sang for the crowds at the
St Luke’s Festival of Light, a truly uplifting event at our local
hospice.
Having swapped Newcastle for sunny Spain last year we are
looking forward to joining our Region 31 sisters in harmony
in beautiful Cardiff in May. You may spot us doing a bit of
busking in the city centre in between competitions. All
contributions will be gratefully received.

London. Emma has a collection point at the reception desk
of where she works where people can donate toiletries and
other personal hygiene products collected from hotels and
airlines on business and leisure trips. The charity collects the
goods from there. If such a cause were to become the
Charity of the Year 2019, your chorus might provide a similar
collection point or parcel up a boxful every couple of months
or so to send to the charity. There are so many similar good
causes out there – women’s refuges, homeless shelters and so
on and so forth.
Why should we do this?
It’s a positive and easy way to get involved in worthy
charitable causes – even if it’s in a really small way. Your
charitable cause might get chosen resulting in even greater
support for it courtesy of our region’s members. If it isn’t
chosen this year, it might be next year so you’d want to be
reciprocally proactive with this year’s winner and because it
might be fun and fulfilling.
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Oops la la!
by Oops! (Kate, Louise, Sarah & Vanja)
It was February and we were going to France for our bursary
coaching weekend with Nicky Salt! All packed up in the car,
leaving South London around Friday lunchtime, we couldn’t
believe it was actually happening.
Well, it started last year on a beautiful summer day. One
Oopsie is in Sweden, another in Greece, one is holidaying at
home sipping G&T’s in her garden and one has just come
off another 13-hour shift at work (bless). A message to the
WhatsApp group comes in: WE’VE JUST HAD A MESSAGE
FROM REGION 31 – WE HAVE BEEN OFFERED THE NICKY SALT
BURSARY!
Oh my gosh, our dream had literally come true! We were over
the moon! Who knew that the next biggest challenge for
us would be to find a date we could all make! I’m sure many
other quartets out there recognise the quartet life we have,
balancing busy jobs, families, chorus commitments, etc to
find time to rehearse, let alone time to go away for a whole
weekend. With a little help from Nicky, who kindly moved
things around, we did find that date. Phew!
And on a cold and windy February day. it was finally time to
go. A whole weekend together. Coaching from a superstar,
eating wonderful food and perhaps enjoying a glass of wine
or two? Was this really happening? We just felt so incredibly
lucky and grateful.
After a slight, totally deliberate, detour we arrived at the
beautiful Maison de l’Art and were greeted by Nicky – and
a bottle of bubbly! And it just got better and better, the
weekend was quite frankly A-MAZ-ING! Not only were we
coached by the absolutely fabulous, one and only, Nicky Salt,
but we also had the time to let the coaching sink in, have a
bit of a break, and then get right back on it and build, build
and build.
In addition to our hard work, we also had time to just be
together. We talked, we sang, we laughed. And then we

From the moment Oops! Quartet found out that the winners
of last year’s most improved quartet had decided not to take
up their prize for the second year running, to say they had
been extremely excited would be a massive understatement
because, as second most improved quartet, they were now
winners of the bursary!
When they arrived and we were talking through their aims
and goals for the weekend and beyond, they told me that
when the bursary was first announced by the RMT, it was
their quartet dream to one day win it. How lovely that we
were able to make that dream a reality.
They explained that, in common with a lot of quartets I
coach, they just couldn’t produce what they wanted at
contest and weren’t really sure what to work on to improve
their performance.
Although singing with Surrey Harmony had exposed them to
top-level coaching in chorus, they didn’t feel they had always
been able to transfer it as a quartet.

laughed even more. We saw a bit of France, sang Bring Him
Home on the ramparts of Montreuil-sur-Mer, the village
where Victor Hugo wrote Les Misérables. That was pretty cool.
Nicky we love you. You listened to our dreams and hopes and
quickly figured out how you could help us the most. Thank
you for keeping us focussed. Thank you for increasing our
confidence in abundance. Thank you for all the tools and tips.
Thank you for reminding us of our individual jobs, but was it
really necessary to tell our lead it was all about her? Thank
you for accepting us for who we are, burps, farts and silliness
included.

😉

Thank you, Region 31, for offering this amazing prize to the
most improved quartet. We are humbled and honoured.
Thank you to Stardust & Sparkle for being so supportive
when you couldn’t take up the prize you had so rightly
deserved.

Most improved
quartet bursary
by Nicky Salt with foreword by Hilary
Pinnock, Region 31 Marketing Coordinator
The Nicky Salt bursary has proved an invaluable coaching
resource for up and coming quartets in our region. Thank
you, Nicky, for introducing such a great concept. The
Regional Management Team (RMT)is glad of your initiative
in addition to the support for quartets hoping to become the
most improved.
Whether you’re relatively new to the quartet competition
in Region 31 or you’re a seasoned veteran, go for it! We
look forward to welcoming you to St David’s Hall in Cardiff.
You’ll love it and your score may yet take you to France for a
fabulous weekend of informative fun with Nicky!
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We planned their coaching and meal
times and I left them to settle in. As for
all quartets that come for retreats, the
time away from every day distractions
to enable them to really enjoy time
together as well as focus on intense
coaching is so very valuable to their
growth and their bond as a four. They
confirmed that when we chatted later
and said it just never happened. Even
being away at convention weekend
every year didn’t offer that because of
the pressure of contest and then
competing with chorus the following
day.
They were soon eating, laughing and
singing and it was lovely to watch them
visibly relax and truly enjoy each others
company.
On Saturday morning, after a leisurely
breakfast, coaching began and through
the day, with only a short lunch break,
we worked through both contest songs
looking at vocal and visual production,
expression and performance, and I tried
to give them as many tools to take away
as I could.
We went right back to basics. Having
quartets here for such a long time
affords us the luxury of time to look at
individual needs as well as the needs of
the quartet and fully explain everything
as we go. Singers I coach almost always
say “oh yes, I know how to breathe
properly” or “yes, I understand the
cone of sound” because they’ve heard
about it or done it at chorus, but
being able to truly understand and
apply it themselves is often another

thing altogether. I believe that really
understanding the basics of how to sing
and therefore being able to control how
to produce the sound you want to every
time you sing is key. In my experience
that is what gives you confidence in
your own performance and that of the
quartet as a whole and changes your
on-stage experience forever.
It’s such a privilege to witness the
change in quartets and their joy as
they experience singing together at a
totally different level—when they start
to apply their new found skills and feel
safe enough to let go and just sing!
Oops! worked really hard and by about
4pm they were at capacity for the day
so they went off to do some sightseeing
while I prepared dinner. It also meant
they could switch off their brains for a
while, have some downtime together
and allow what they had learnt during
the day to sink in, safe in the knowledge
that we had more coaching time
together the following day.
That evening, they returned radiating
happiness after quality time together
and still buzzing about the day’s singing
and learning. They had a relaxed and
laughter-filled evening enjoying each
others company and some good food
(I think they will confirm that). Their
tummies and hearts seemed full.
After breakfast on Sunday morning,
and a new-style way to warm up that
we had designed together the previous
day, we sang through the two contest
songs.

They were delighted that so much of
what we had done the day before was
just there! That’s something else that
happens after having had the luxury of
a longer than usual coaching session
in a more relaxed environment than
life will normally allow. There had been
time to really explain everything fully
until it actually made sense and felt
natural rather than it being something
else to have to remember to do.
We spent the morning revising,
tweaking and making sure everything
was solid, and talked through
productive rehearsal planning and
contest preparation.
Lunchtime came around too soon and
although they were sad to leave, they
seemed excited for the next part of
their quartet journey and I was proud
to watch them leave as more confident
singers. Their wish for this year’s
contest, they tell me, is to win most
improved quartet award outright and
come back!
My heartfelt thanks to the RMT for
continuing to support this bursary. I
know it sounds corny but it really is a
dream come true for me to be able to
give something back to the region that
supported me so very much while I
enjoyed quartet singing at the highest
level. It is a privilege to be able to share
some of my experience with quartets
in our wonderful region and hopefully
play a small part in raising the level of
our quartet singing.
Here’s to the next one!

COLUMN: WARMED UP BY ALYSON CHANEY

Good alignment

Alyson Chaney, a certified International Faculty member and current Region 31 Education Coordinator,
presents a regular column on how to devise a great vocal warm up routine. She would love to hear from you,
too. If you have great warm up routines to share, please send to alysonchaney@yahoo.com

It was so great to
be able to open
registrations for IES
back in January and I
hope you’ve managed
to choose classes for
what will be a wonderful educational
event hosted for the very first time by
Region 31.

registering! Remember that early bird
registration ends on 27 May after which
the fee will increase.

It’s going to be truly international,
too, with – so far – no fewer than 11
nations represented from all over the
world. Our RMT (together with Charl
Asuit’s fantastic work to develop the
registration site) has worked really
hard to put on an event which will
be unforgettable, so don’t put off

Neat feet
Hip width apart and point feet forward
Ease in the knees
Unlock knees, it should be flexible and
free
Elvis pelvis
Relax your muscles, keep flexible

I’m starting this year’s Warmed Up
with some ideas for establishing good
alignment, which hopefully you’ll be
able to incorporate into your own vocal
skills sessions. Here it is.

Unpack the back
Feel the middle of your back widen
when you breathe in and stretch the
spine
Shoulder tip above the hip
Not forwards or backwards
Check the neck
Lengthen the back of the neck; keep
your ears above your shoulders and
keep your chin level
Explore the jaw
Loosen your jaw; feel like you want to
yawn and create space between your
molars
Sane brain
Awareness, sense of wellbeing and
positive attitude
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Somerset Hills Chorus was founded
over 25 years ago by Cynthia Tucker
and has a wonderful history, full of
friendships, success and a great deal of
fun! Many of the chorus members who
formed the original chorus are still with
the chorus and as fully engaged as ever.
Many of you will know, that over two
years ago after the sad loss of Cynthia,
we were lucky enough to recruit the
talented Kirstie Spencer as our new
Director. After two years of getting to
know the chorus, understanding what
our strengths and opportunities are,
Kirstie and the chorus now feel ready to
embark on a new phase of the chorus’
life.
With growing numbers (our chorus has
grown over 25% in the last 18 months)
and the prospect of a very exciting
future built on our wonderful legacy,
the Board held a vision and goal-setting
day to lay down who we are, what we
want to achieve and where we want to
be in the next five years. We were also
inspired by the work being done at the
International level and formulated our
five-year vision, which is “a fun loving,
progressive chorus welcoming women
of all ages with the same passion and
commitment to perform at the highest
level.”

However, one of the things we knew
was critical for us and was agreed by
all chorus members was that having
a new inspirational name would
help and encourage us all to work
towards our vision of creating a new
beginning for Somerset Hills. All our
members were encouraged to give
suggestions
(we collected over 60 names), we then
ran a voting process so that we all
had a role in choosing that name that
really embodies what we are going to
achieve.

Launch of
Singsational
by Judith Morris, Singsational

We’re delighted to announce that
as of January 2019, we will now be
known as SINGSATIONAL and
you can check us out at our new
website www.singsationalchorus.
co.uk, on our new Facebook page
or please feel free to contact me,
Judith Morris, the proud President of
Singsational!

We also put together a few achievable
goals which will help us in reaching this
vision, which includes reviewing and
updating our repertoire, reviewing our
rehearsal plans, developing a robust PR
plan (we want to grow even more!) as
well as putting together a ‘Fun Plan’.

And the winner
is...
by Hilary Pinnock, Region 31 Marketing
Coordinator

It’s awards season with the BAFTAS and Oscars awardwinners flashing their much deserved trophies on our TV
screens almost on a daily basis.
We may not have quite the same glitz and glamour –
although I bet there are more sequins at a Sweet Adelines
Convention – but we have different regional awards
that are up for grabs at our convention each year. There
are several including a few new perpetual ones being
introduced in 2019 to celebrate our 20th birthday as
Sweet Adelines International Region 31.
The Vi Steele Quaich is presented to the chorus that
attained the most improved overall score from the
previous year.
The Jean Miller Rose Bowl is awarded to the chorus that
scored the highest mark in the Showmanship category
with a minimum score of 500.
The Beryl Mort Award goes to the chorus that scored
the highest mark in the Music category, again with a
minimum score of 500.
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Milltown Sound 10th
anniversary
by Alison Roberts and Corrine Anders, Milltown Sound
2019 is a big year for Milltown Sound. March marks our
10th birthday and by the time you read this we will have
celebrated in style by putting on our own show at Parr Hall in
Warrington. It was a celebration of music including 3 special
guests, namely Tangle Wood who are an award winning folk
trio, Lads A Capella which is a small group of young men
all from the Bolton area and is run by Bolton Music Service
which is the lead organisation within the Greater Manchester
Music Hub and none other than Sound House quartet (who
need no introductions in our barbershop circle)!
We love nothing more than performing for our families,
friends and supporters and can’t wait to tell you all about it
soon!

The Valerie Taylor Award is a new award introduced this
year and will be presented to the highest scoring chorus in
the category of Sound, also with a minimum score of 500.
The Nicky Salt Bursary goes to the quartet that attains the
most improved overall score since the previous year and
provides a weekend’s coaching with Nicky in France.
The Novice Quartet Award is another new one this year
and eligibility for this goes to the highest scoring newcomer
quartet. The foursome must be made up of at least three
first-timer competitors in the quartet competition and the
fourth member can have competed before but may not be a
previous medal winner.
The Senior Quartet Award goes to the highest scoring
competing quartet with a minimum combined age of 240(!)
with the youngest member being no less than 55 years old.

Last year we took a year out of the Region 31 contest and
took the decision to compete at SABS 2018. We had an
absolutely wonderful time over there and also managed
to come 4th in the International Contest which we were
extremely proud of. Not to mention Blonde Ambition (a
quartet of ‘Millies’) came 2nd in the International Quartet
Contest.
So this year we are back with the wonderful people of Region
31 and really excited about going off to the new venue in
Cardiff. We will be bringing a brand new uptune with us
which we love and there is a great buzz and atmosphere in
rehearsals at the moment.
Looking forward to seeing you all there in May!

The Open Division Quartet Award goes to the winner of the
Open Division quartet category. The region would love to see
more up and coming quartets as well as well-seasoned ones,
competing in this category. If you’d like more information on
what’s required, please email marketing@sweetadelines.org.
uk.
The Sheila Doherty Novice Chorus is a new award this year
and will be presented each year to the chorus performing on
stage with the largest percentage of first-timers.
Women of Note awards go to those individuals in our
choruses that work tirelessly behind the scenes and so
deserve regional recognition for their endeavours. You decide
on the recipients.
So as you can see, there’s pretty much something for
everybody. A great array of awards to mark our 20th year as
Quartet of Nations. Party on!
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A BarbershopmusicUK
interview
What has been your highlight since running the page?
Can’t lie, I got a bit of a kick when I heard
BarbershopmusicUK being mentioned on a couple of
webcasts. It’s also great when our posts get pick up
and shared by another page, whether it by one of the
organisations, groups, a chorus or even an individual.
You mention your other half sings barbershop, but what is
your musical experience?
I’ve always had an interest in music and enjoy a wide range
of genres. Plus I love nothing more than live music but
nope, I don’t play an instrument nor do I sing.
Going to put you on the spot now, what are your top three
favourite barbershop performances?
Well, that is a tricky one! So many outstanding
performances to choose from. But if I had to narrow it down
to just three, I would say the ones that have stuck with me
were: Signature performing ‘Dance With My Father’ at the
2017 Barbershop Harmony Society convention, Rich-tone
Chorus’ performance of ‘This Is Me’ at last year’s Sweet
Adelines Interntional chorus finals in St Louis and probably
GQ’s performance of one of my favourite songs, ‘The
Audition’ song from La La Land.
Interesting choices, from your answers, you seem to be
leaning towards more current, modern arrangements?

BarbershopmusicUK appeared from nowhere on Facebook
two years ago. What inspired you to launch the page?
My other half pretty much stumbled across barbershop
whilst looking for an outlet for her passion for singing. As
the 1-evening-a-week hobby soon turned into more of an
obsession, it started to rub off! From the outside looking in,
I found the barbershop world intriguing. But it soon came
clear to me that the missing piece of the jigsaw was a UK
take on things.
Have you been surprised at the rapid growth of your
Facebook page?
Yes! Having never done anything like this before I wasn’t
sure how you go about spreading the word and gaining
support, so I basically just put it out there and somehow
word got out and it began to gather momentum.
How do you keep your page interesting for your followers?
It’s been a bit of trial and error, getting the balance right.
I try to be informative, and timely with the information I
share but also keep things ticking over with random, light
hearted posts and fun graphics.

Don’t get me wrong, I have a real appreciation for true
barbershop, and I find the traditional arrangements and
performances wonderful to watch, especially when I get
a chance to see it live, but I am excited when presented
with an a cappella version of a modern or popular song.
I’m fascinated and intrigued how both the arranger and
performers can take a piece of music and transform into
something really special using just voices, especially when
they’re able to keep the integrity of the original.
Where do you see the future of UK barbershop?
I have to say, the immediate future is looking pretty
exciting. With IES being held in Manchester this year
alongside the Rising Star Competition, I really hope this
will shine a spotlight on the UK and it’s immeasurable
a cappella talents. For Sweet Adelines I think the world
is most certainly seeing that Region 31 is a force to be
reckoned with! With our continued strong presence at
the International Finals and our talented representatives
getting stronger and stronger, surely it’s only a matter
of time! I’m also eager to watch the emerging mixed
barbershop scene as its popularity increases. All in all,
pretty exciting times ahead. And of course I will be there
waving my virtual BarbershopmusicUK flag for them all!
Thank you for taking the time to answer our questions. One
last thing, that I know our readers will be keen for us to ask.
Who are you?
…tumbleweeds ;)
For all things UK Barbershop and beyond follow
BarbershopmusicUK on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
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We are making
arrangements
by Catherine Doherty and Aurélie Gandour,
London City Singers
Click on the image to watch a live recording of I Want A
Hippopotamus for Christmas by London City Singers

We sing with London City Singers and
our chorus director, Simon Arnott, is
rapidly making a name for himself as
a rising young star on the arranging
scene.
His view is that arranging is not some
sort of arcane mystery, it is actually
a skill that anyone with the musical
ability to sing in a barbershop chorus
could learn. And to prove this he set us
Simon’s Christmas Challenge – to select
and arrange a piece of music, create
teach tracks for it, and rehearse the
chorus to the level where he could just
polish it for our Christmas Concert.
He said it would be easy and it would
be fun. Well, it wasn’t terribly easy
(although Simon was extremely patient
and very helpful) but it was tremendous
fun. So in the hope that you will feel
inspired, here’s how we went about it.
We formed groups of 2 or 3 to give
some self-support. That step is really
important!
The first challenge is to find a song that
might work, and after a long look at
the Christmas Conga and the Andrews
Sisters’ Christmas Polka, we selected I
Want A Hippopotamus for Christmas.
The other teams selected Carol of the
Bells and Jesu Joy, by the way, so we had
a fairly eclectic mix.
Next, we needed some way to write
out and listen to the music, and swap
our workings as we don’t live near
each other. We found Muse, a music
scripting programme which has the
double benefits of a) being free and b)
running on both Mac and PC. It’s got
all the features you need to produce a
good-quality barbershop arrangement
and playback, but it did take a bit of
learning, and we will certainly be much
quicker next time.
So then, armed with some notes on
chord sequences from Simon’s many
text books, and a list of “the chords you
are allowed to use in barbershop” we
set off.

The first bit was HARD. We started with
a piano arrangement of the song with
guitar chords shown over the top. This
means that on each syllable you already
have three notes which form the anchor
shape of the main chord plus any extra
notes if the chord is more complex or if
the tune is moving off the chord. If you
use this exactly as it is written, it gives
you something that is ok if you read it
vertically chord by chord, but gives a
very boring set of parts for each voice.
Alternatively you can write creatively
for each voice, and then the chords
themselves turn into a peculiar shape.
At this point we were pinging bits of
music to Simon daily – our big lessons

MAESTRO SOUGHT BY HARMONY
INSPIRES OXFORD
Could you be our new Musical
Director?
Are you looking for an exciting new
opportunity? Do you have the skills
to lead an aspirational and motivated
group of women who sing four part
A Cappella and to help us hone our
musical and performance talents? If
the answer is ‘Yes’, we would love to
hear from you.
We are Harmony Inspires (http://www.
harmonyinspires.org), an enthusiastic,
ambitious and friendly forty-strong
women’s chorus who aim to build on
the work achieved over seven years
with our current MD who leaves us in
October to pursue other ventures.
We recently celebrated our 10th
Anniversary and increasingly compete
in Music Festivals including the annual
convention of the Ladies Association
of British Barbershop Singers where
we have steadily improved our score.
We are proud of our ability to entertain
and greatly enjoy supporting local
community events.
The chorus is looking for an energetic
and dedicated Musical Director
to share HI’s ambition to fulfil its
potential. We rehearse on Wednesday
evenings, year round, in Appleton
Village Hall near Oxford from 7.3010.00pm.
If you would like to discuss this
opportunity please get in touch with
Lesley Maitland (lesley_maitland@
yahoo.co.uk).

here were don’t put the third twice in
a chord, and make sure that the chord
makes some sort of musical sense by
checking it on a piano. After a while
we did get the hang of this, and things
became easier and more creative.
We did find that we had to adapt the
song a bit. We know as singers that
songs which have repeated word
sections are easy to get muddled up,
so we took out repeated phrases, and
we cut the overall song down to four
verses and one bridge on the ‘leave
the audience wanting more’ principle.
We added on an intro – in the song
the band starts before the singer, so
instead we wrote a couple of lines of
straightforward singing to mislead the
audience into thinking that it was going
to be a nice little song about peace and
goodwill. We put little twiddly baritone
bits in as echoes at the ends of some
lines (“I wanna hippo!”) and then we
found we’d overdone those a bit and
pulled some of them out.
Finally, we didn’t want to use the
final phrase “and hippopotamuses
like me too!” because the “oo” sound
is too difficult to use on that allimportant final ringing chord, so we
substituted the slightly weaker line “a
hippopotamus would make my day!”
This allowed us to have fun with the
tag, including a triumphant bass “hippo
hippo hippo hippo hay!”
When we taught the song to the
chorus, it was extraordinarily satisfying
to see and hear it coming to life, as the
little girl who is SO determined to have
her ideal Christmas present explains
to everyone how she would overcome
every obstacle they can possibly place
in her way.
We would never, ever have done this
without Simon’s challenge and his
support – nevertheless, we encourage
you to please try arranging music
yourselves. And as a final boon, every
time a copy of our arrangement is sold
on the SheetMusicPlus website our
chorus gets 65p. Instant fundraising!
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more pride that we often see them achieve greatness on the
stage! Viva members number among many medal-winning
quartets, including Avalon (Ladies Associaion of British
Barbershop Singers [LABBS] 2018 champions), Fortuity
(Region 31 champions and 13th in the world!), Hot Note
(LABBS 2014 and Region 31 2015 champions), Nightfall
(Region 31 2017 4th place), Scandal (Barbershop in Harmony
[BinH] 2018 Mixed Quartet bronze), Scramble (BinH 2018
Mixed Quartet champion), and Vice Versa (Region 31 2015
5th place).

Viva Acappella
celebrates 10
glorious years
by Helen Warner, Viva Acappella
In March 2019, Viva Acappella is excited to be celebrating
a decade of life as a chorus! It seems unbelievable to many
members that ten years have already passed; some of our
singers were founding members and have seen the chorus
move from strength to strength.
Viva began life as a small (Division A) chorus in 2009, with
many members who had sung together in former choruses.
Directed by (then) Gaynor Dugay, the chorus set out with the
aim of competing at Sweet Adelines Region 31’s convention
in 2010, and has continued to compete ever since.
None of our members expected to excel so quickly in contest,
placing 11th in the first year and achieving the Silver Division
A medal. Not only did Viva climb the ranks of Division A,
achieving gold the following year, but the chorus did end up
making history; in the 2012 regional contest Viva Acappella
became “the little chorus that could” and smashed not only
their personal best score, but their previous 9th place –
beating out the competition to the overall gold medal and
coveted regional championship.
This win led Viva to its first international competition,
representing Region 31 in Hawaii in 2013. For many it was our
first, but not our last, international contest and we’re excited
to not only have represented the region in Las Vegas in 2016
but to now be working towards another international trip in
September. We’re immensely proud to be among the (many!)
faces representing Region 31 in New Orleans, and cannot
wait to join our sisters in harmony from around the world.
Viva is not only proud of its own achievements on stage, but
also that of its members who compete in other ensembles.
We’ve often said one of our biggest strengths lies in how
many of our members sing in quartets, and it’s with even

We have gathered many fun, exciting, tough, elating and
hilarious anecdotes over the last decade. During our first
international contest in Hawaii in 2013, Gaynor’s thenpartner, Brian Schofield, announced over dinner that this
week would be the last time that Gaynor directed Viva
Acappella. To the cries of utter dismay from everyone that she
could even consider leaving us (our conclusion from such a
bold statement!), Brian responded that he’d made a mistake,
and he meant to say Gaynor Dugay – because they were
married and she’d soon be introduced as Gaynor Schofield!
That was a night of celebration – what a tease!
A heartwarming moment happened on our way to Las Vegas
in 2016. Our flight coincided with Baby Loss Awareness Week,
and we had the pleasure of singing Rule the World to our
fellow passengers and crew, one of whom filmed and shared
it as a touching tribute to the week’s theme. We were pleased
to bring such joy to what is often a painful time for many
people.
Never to be phased by small issues at our venue, many of the
chorus remember well the time we had no power at the hall
and sang by phone and torch light!
This is just a small snapshot of Viva’s incredible ten-year
history. On Saturday 16 March, the chorus will host a
celebration concert, featuring guest quartets Avalon and
Sound Hypothesis. As part of the evening, they’ll be setting
up a mini retrospective exhibition, where you can enjoy
perusing their history, seeing the progression of everything
from outfits to coaches, hear many more stories like these,
and look forward to what the next ten years will bring
together (full details on our website vivaacappella.com)
Thank you, Region 31, for being so embracing and supportive
of our chorus. We are excited for our next decade of
achievements, celebrations and singing!
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VDC Rising Star
workshop
by Claire Miskin, Vocal Dimension
The news that the 2019 Rising Star
competition was coming to the UK
immediately lit a spark of excitement
within Vocal Dimension Chorus (VDC).
We are so fortunate to be led by Valerie
Taylor, who is incredibly enthusiastic
about education, learning and sharing,
so it really is no surprise that her
passion has rubbed off on many of us!
The idea of reaching out to our local
young singers was mooted and soon
began to take shape in the form of a
young singers’ workshop.
Behind the scenes we worked on
putting together an enjoyable,
informative programme for the day,
as well as making sure we had the
appropriate safeguarding policies in
place. Having advertised locally and
spread the word amongst friends and
family, we opened our doors to a group
of young, enthusiastic singers on a
sunny Saturday morning in February.
After spending time warming up our
voice and bodies, then teaching the
foundations of how to sing in four
part harmony, we began to work on
the popular Greatest Showman song
This Is Me. Our young participants and
chorus members had been given the
learning tracks before the event to help
get to grips with the song. The level
of commitment and animation from
our young contributors was infectious.

The practice of singing a cappella
was a new experience for a lot of our
guests, as too was the concept of
choreography, but boy, did they grab
the opportunity with both hands and
truly sparkle like rising stars!
At the end of a long, but exhilarating
day, we opened our doors to a crowd
of supportive friends and family, to
eat cake and watch a mini show. They
unveiled their achievements with a
performance of This Is Me which was
received with heartfelt applause and
even a few teary eyes! During the
show, VDC sang a couple of songs
and we also welcomed an adorable,
young, mixed quartet called The
Minims (average age 9¾), who wowed
everyone with their first ever public
performance.
The day was most certainly a success.
Not only did we give the young
singers a taster of our wonderful
hobby, we were also all personally
rewarded by being in the company
of such enthusiastic and effervescent
talent.
Will you get the chance to see any
of our young singers in Manchester?
Watch this space!

IES 2019: Have you
registered yet?
by Alyson Chaney, Elaine Hamilton and Paula
Davis, IES co-chairs

The IES 2019 event running from 25-28 July 2019 at the
Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester is the most
prestigious educational event we have ever hosted in
Region 31 and it’s going to be amazing!
If you’ve registered already you will have seen the great
choice of classes on offer from our stellar faculty. If you’ve
not registered yet, remember that the deadline for early
bird registrations is 27 May 2019. After this date the rates
increases by £20. Classes are filling up fast so don’t delay!

We have managed to secure some excellent discounts on
hotel accommodation thanks to our partnership with HelmsBriscoe. But hurry, these discounts will only be available until 24
April 2019.
We are so very excited that we have received registrations from delegates all over the world. We will be thrilled to welcome
attendees from Australia, Belgium, Canada, Finland, France, Germany, Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden, the Åland Islands,
United Kingdom and United States of America representing almost 60 different choruses. How wonderful is that?
And the Rising Star contest promises to be a real spectacle with quartets from both sides of the pond competing for the
medals.
We have purposely kept the registration fee affordable for everyone. Remember that included in the registration fee are: gala
dinner with Deke Sharon as keynote speaker on Thursday evening, all classes, lunch, dinner and refreshments on Friday and
Saturday, and entry to the Rising Star contest on Saturday evening.
Any questions? Ask us! We will be happy to help.
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Christmas
Unlimited - 5-year
anniversary
by Miriam Noach and Margaret Vonk,
Singing Unlimited
In January 2018, under the direction of Anita Zengerink,
Singing Unlimited (SU) performed their unique 5-year
anniversary show!
And on the 9th December of the same year, the audience
at the (sold out) Meerse Theatre in hometown Hoofddorp,
were enthralled as SU shone once again with their ‘Christmas
Unlimited’ spectacle.
It was a fitting conclusion to a very successful year for this
group of enthusiastic barbershop singers. With the fairytale
Christmas décor in the background, the chorus sang yuletide
carols and some songs from their repertoire.
The red line through the performance was: What is the
message of Christmas?
Christine, the leading lady in the show, was confronted
with this age-old question when she received an invitation
to a gala. Her alter ego, in the voice of Marianne, led her

angelically through the complexities of her dilemma.
All four men from the champion quartet, Men2B, were more
than happy to accompany Christine to the gala. But was this
the end of her quest? On the contrary.
After the interval, SU treated the audience to a crystal
clear version of Carol of the Bells followed by more ballads
and up tunes. And in conclusion, Christine was presented
with a special gift – a list of seventy-eight names of family
and friends who together with SU sang the answer to the
Christmas message: The Secret of Christmas and We Are Family.
With their almost tactile enthusiasm, talent and the visible
joy they have in producing such a show, Singing Unlimited
again captivated the hearts of the audience and received a
standing ovation!

No Borders retreat
weekend
by Katy Stolk, No Borders Show Chorus,
photo by Eric Ideler

January 25-27, 2019, a weekend to remember! In a beautiful
venue in the south of Holland, we had the privilege to work
with Theresa Weatherbee during our retreat weekend. As we
only rehearse once a month these weekends are extremely
important to us. Not only do we grow as singers and a chorus,
but we also have a lot of fun and grow closer together as
friends.

This specific weekend changed us completely! Working very
hard towards our upcoming show at the Holland Harmony
convention and on our contest set for Region 31 convention,
Theresa took us from being passionate singers to being allround performers. She gave us tools to find the magic in the
music and let this magic move us emotionally and physically.
Many tears were shared, and they were followed by the
biggest smiles ever – Stuart out front carrying the biggest
smile of us all! Isn’t this hobby the best thing in the world?
Especially to share with so many friends next to you!
It’s really hard to describe the magic that happened to us
during this retreat, but we can’t wait to show everyone when
we get on stage at Holland Harmony and in Cardiff.

Hello, Quartet of Nations Region 31!
I’m delighted to be a part of the faculty for IES this summer in historic Manchester! I’m looking forward
to seeing many of you at IES, renewing friendships and making new ones. I’m planning to stay on in
the UK for another couple of weeks after IES, and would love to coach your chorus or quartet. If you
want to be included in my schedule, please email me at lyndakeeversings@gmail.com and we’ll get
your group on the calendar. July is right around the corner, so get your request in early. I’m looking
forward to hearing all the beautiful music you make in Region 31!
Lynda Keever
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COACHING
DIRECTORY
HELEN ABBOTT•daz.helen@yahoo.co.uk
Choreography including design, front row auditions and training,
visual plans and developing unity across the chorus
ALYSON CHANEY•alysonchaney@yahoo.co.uk
Vocal production, PVIs, rehearsal techniques including positive
reinforcement, membership recruitment and retention
GLENN CHANEY•glenn.chaney@yahoo.co.uk
Barbershop including vocal skills, PVIs, music choice, interpretation,
director mentoring, performance and contest preparation
EMMA DUGUID•duguidemma@gmail.com
Visual story-telling, choreography design and front row auditions;
goal-setting
NORMA FERRIER•norma.ferrier@whec.edin.sch.uk
Showmanship and performance skills
ELAINE HAMILTON•elainemrssh@aol.com
Barbershop including performance, visualisation and vocal skills
TANYA JENKINS•tunefultan@virginmedia.com
Vocal skills, particularly the exploration of vocal textures to bring
music alive; help groups to become contest ready
NANCY KELSALL•nancykelsall@hotmail.com
Singing and preparation for performance
SANDRA LEA-RILEY•sandraleariley@virginmedia.com
Presentation and showmanship for choruses and quartets
DOROTHY MAIN•dorothymain12@gmail.com
Work with novice quartets and help them achieve their potential
SARAH NETHERTON•sazzle21_5@hotmail.com
Vocal production and sound, PVIs, quartet and chorus coaching
NICKY SALT•nicky.salt@hotmail.co.uk
Top level holistic coaching for choruses and quartets, plus quartet
and music team retreats in France (Maison De L’Art)
DAVID SANGSTER•david.sangster.ds@gmail.com
Singing and performance, covering all judging categories in
contest music and with a strong emphasis on authentic style in
non-barbershop material
GAYNOR SCHOFIELD•gaynordugay@btinternet.com
Holistic coaching, with focus on singing and expression
VALERIE TAYLOR•valerie.taylor@privacysolutions.co.uk
Performance and vocal technique and performance confidence
MICHELLE WALKER•shelbywalks@yahoo.co.uk
Showmanship and visual plans, artistry across all categories
LYNDA WOOD•lynda@pottonwoods.co.uk
Song performance with both quartets and choruses at all levels

Devil or angel in
the detail
by Rachel Freeman, Forth Valley
A difficult point to dispute during recent current events is
the positive aspect of fore-planning and preparedness being
in direct opposition to blind faith and winging it. These are
elements easily transferable to other aspect of our lives
and indeed our singing and existence in a performing and
competing chorus.
Such elements to consider include:
•
What to research in advance of a looming deadline/
local gig where logistics should be reviewed before the
day of the event – risers, space, acoustics, size of stage,
how best to execute a plan/breathing intentions in
anticipation of a performance or contest set.
•
Deciding on what songs to sing, what a potential finals
package might contain and how it should flow between
songs, what costume to wear, colour of eyeshadow on
stage and discussions on whether hair pieces be allowed
or banned?!
•
Directors need to consider for a rehearsal how much
time is allocated to new songs, existing songs, new
choreo and length of break. Chorus members need to
decide how much to commit to the plan, determine how
much practice is done beforehand and how one will
behave on the risers.
The list could go on but the point is that with so many
variables contributing to a big event such as a regional or
international competition, it would be madness not to think
through and plot an intended route to arrive at the endpoint.
There is no guarantee that everything can go as planned but
there is a much greater chance of success and enjoyment
along the way if there are some goals that make us stronger
and more confident performers.
Forth Valley Chorus (FVC) has done a lot of thinking since
winning regional in 2018 and we are aware that with each
success comes more pressure to exceed beyond past
achievements – but we know that whatever happens in New
Orleans (for which we are thrilled to be taking part) we need
to commit to the plotted journey as a team whilst taking
individual responsibility for our actions.
We’ve increased our numbers since last May and welcomed
seven new members to our ranks. We’ve lined up some
superb coaching including Sandy Marron, Britte-Helene
Bonnedahl, Joe Conolly and Sharon Babb and we’re tweaking
aspects of our semi-finals set to try to make it shine a bit
brighter.
We have regular updates on our internal Facebook page on
getting stoked for adventure and taking pride in mindfulness
and hard work which includes embracing the challenge of
making the most of each phrase and breathing well. We
are proud of being part of a talented team. We are happy
to be part of the bigger organisation at Sweet Adelines
International and particularly Region 31. We are the 2nd
largest region in the world and love celebrating this with our
sisters in harmony across the UK and the Netherlands.
We can’t predict any of the upcoming outcomes, but we
hope everyone, like us, is working out detailed objectives to
ensure that the ride is as full as our soon to be mantra: fun,
focused and fabulous! Roll on Cardiff and NOLA, we’ve got a
plan and we are not afraid to use it!
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Joining the RMT for a
weekend
by Helen Walledge, London City Singers
I come and see what it’s all about to
get a real taster of what is involved
and we knew that there are vacancies
opening up both this year and next for
the RMT, so I was cordially invited to
Cardiff in January to join the quarterly
meeting, and what better way to get
the full picture than to experience it for
yourself?

Firstly, tell us a bit about yourself
Helen.
Aside from having spent almost 30
years as a media sales and business
development specialist, working on
household brands such as ITV, Heart,
Smooth, LBC and talkSPORT, I also love
to sing barbershop (hello baritones!)
and volunteer in my spare time. I get
to combine my love of horses and
giving something back at Chigwell
Riding Trust, Riding for the Disabled
Association a role I find immensely
rewarding. In the last 18 months I
have also qualified as Counsellor and
Mentor at Childline and as a Visitor for
Independent Age. It helps if you like a
good cup of tea for that last one. As you
can tell I like to challenge myself, keep
busy and live life to the full!
So, why did you decide to attend the
Regional Management Team (RMT)
meeting now?
They say it’s always in the timing,
right? Having relocated back to my
home town in Essex after 15 years in
the wonderful city of Manchester and
having also started a new job in London
I had some settling in to do and soon
I became busy on the Management
Team of London City Singers, so the
timing had to be right for me personally
to be able to consider committing to
the RMT and, of course, for the roles
also to be available. I am extremely
lucky to have sung and worked on
the Management Team at Cheshire A
Cappella with Hilary Pinnock (current
Marketing Coordinator) and have been
interested in roles on the RMT in the
past, something Hil is well aware of and
we discuss whenever we chat. During
our last conversation, Hil suggested.

Go on then, tell all!
I knew the RMT usually starts their
meeting on Friday night and finishes
Sunday lunchtime, however, as I was
driving and it is some distance, so it
made sense for me to head to Cardiff to
join the team fresh faced on Saturday
morning. After a journey supplemented
by strong coffee, I was super excited
to head straight to St David’s Hall and
see the stage. Having competed at
Symphony Hall, Royal Concert Hall and
Sage Gateshead in the UK, I’m delighted
to say I wasn’t disappointed. It’s a
fabulous venue.
I arrived to the barbershop sound
that we all know and love so well – a
quartet of the RMT testing the sound
in the auditorium so I just followed the
singing and found them to be in fine
voice. The first thing I realised was how
much there is to consider particularly
with it being a new venue for 2019/20
and our 20th birthday year – and once
the singing stopped (it continued on
into several rooms to consider the
options for warm up), the RMT Events
Team went on to a full meeting with
the St David’s Hall personnel, their Box
Office Manager, Duty Manager, Events
Coordinator and Stage Manager, to
discuss convention in detail while the
rest of the RMT headed back to the
hotel to continue working through the
two-page agenda for the weekend.
When the Events Team arrived back at
the hotel any items for discussion were
fed back to the wider team.
We stopped for a brief lunch where the
barbershop chatter continued as you
would expect – and soon continued
where we left off. We also made a Skype
call to Anda van Stegeren in the
Netherlands and because she was
back in the UK visiting family, Margaret
Vonk also popped her head in on the
Saturday to join in discussions. The buzz
around the table was awesome.
After having done a full eight hours
working, we decided to freshen up and

meet in the bar pre dinner. It was here
that I really got to start to get to know
this wonderful group of extremely
talented and inspiring women better
and this continued at a local Italian
restaurant over great food and for
some, a glass of wine. We retired to
the hotel relatively early for a nightcap and a sing-along (actually more
of a harmonise-along) to the music
of an event taking place in one of the
conference suites. I also decided to
educate Elaine Hamilton on the art
of the selfie (photos available to the
highest bidder)!
Having had a good Sunday breakfast
we started the meeting at 9.30 prompt,
no messing, and worked through the
remainder of the agenda and AOB
before saying our goodbyes early
afternoon and heading off by planes,
trains and automobiles or on to a
chorus RMT visit in Somerset as was in
the case of Alyson Chaney.
What did I learn?
Most importantly: how absolutely
dedicated the RMT is to Region 31
and how super hard they work for you
and me and the region as a whole –
it’s definitely not just the quarterly
meetings, but everything that happens
in between.
Also, how much is involved behind the
scenes that you will probably never
be aware of – and all is done to ensure
that everything runs smoothly from
convention to education events such
as the super exciting International
Education Symposium this year, to
general communication with us as
members and responsibilities to Sweet
Adelines International, to working with
the wider barbershop community of
IABS, LABBS and BABBS, Barbershop
In Harmony, Holland Harmony and
SABS (honestly, how many acronyms
can I squeeze into this article!) where
possible.
On a final note, I cannot tell you
enough what a friendly, welcoming,
talented, committed team of ladies we
have on the RMT, with a vast amount
of knowledge between them, and
one that I felt very privileged to have
been part of, even if it was just for that
weekend. Our region is in very safe
hands and I’m looking forward to
perhaps being part of the team in the
not too distant future.
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Our convention in May 2018 in Newcastle shows a loss in
the region of £1500. This was mainly due to a reduction in
the number of attendees. As you know the only guaranteed
income the RMT has to work with is your regional dues of
£20 per person per year. It does become difficult when we
have to contract for and provide convention venues and all
that entails in advance for our region and then discover that
fewer members than expected are in fact registering for the
convention weekend.
In some regions, they collect a much larger sum from each
member which actually covers the cost of conventions
and workshops, which means that every single member
contributes to and supports the regional costs whether or
not they attend. This may be a road we have to look down
in the future if each year we run our convention and/or
workshops at a loss.
Just a quick reminder for all chorus finance people
and individual CAL members – when the International
membership renewal invitation arrives and you decide to
renew your membership then please pay your regional dues
(£20/£10 for youth members) to the Region 31 account at the
same time, thank you. This makes our record keeping much
easier!

Money talks

Account name: Region 31 Quartet of Nations
Sort code: 40 45 26
Account number: 01254944

by Dorothy Main, Region 31 Finance
Coordinator

TOTAL EXPENDITURE £93,094
1 January to 31 December 2018

For all our members’ information, please see below a
breakdown of our 2018 finances from 1 January to 31
December. As you will see the income is rather inflated
because of a large advance payment received from
Sweet Adelines International to help Region 31 Regional
Management Team (RMT) organise the very exciting IES
event in Manchester in July – we are very excited to have the
chance to hold this prestigious event here in the mainland
UK as it is usually held in the US and therefore not hugely
accessible to many of us both in time and cost. We hope to
see lots of you there!
TOTAL INCOME £115,429
1 January to 31 December 2018

RMT meetings and expenses
Chorus visits
Convention

Barbershop in Harmony
Harmony Rag
Insurance
Postage and stationery
Advertising
Bank charges
Accountancy
Website

£8,754
£285

Adverts

£50
£336

IES

£25,066

£589
£1,059
£1,983
£106
£50
£138
£360
£50
£5,532

Misc

IES

£62,126

Workshop

£6,433

RMT grants (prev travel expenses)

£18,812

Convention

£63,609

Workshop

Coaching fee reimbursement

Regional dues

£5,347
£1,016

£6,289
£0
£534
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Music copyright in
Europe

Copyright background
A musical work which is created in
a country like the UK, Canada or the
US will be protected by copyright.
The copyright protection will apply
in all the major countries of the
world under international copyright
conventions. Copyright lasts for the
lifetime of the author of the music plus
another 70 years. During the copyright
period, there are various activities
which are restricted, such as making
copies of the music or giving a public
performance. These rights can be
licensed by the owner, usually in return
for a fee. The owner can split out all
the different activities (such as copying
and performance) and can limit the
geographical scope and duration of the
licence. Licences are issued to (and paid
for by) a specific group or person and
cannot usually be transferred to anyone
else.
When a piece of music is written, the
copyright will be owned by the original
author(s). This may be one person, or
two or more people who write the lyrics
and music. Songs that are recorded and
released to the public will usually end
up being owned by one (or more) of
a few large music publishing houses.
They in turn grant licences to groups
who want to buy copies of the music,
perform a song in public or make a
recording of it.
Because copyright is managed on a
country-by-country basis, licences
might be granted only in one particular
country and not on a worldwide basis.
This allows the publishing house to
keep better control of the music – and
to make more money!

Buying an existing
arrangement
1.

2.

Members of Sweet Adelines
International who are located the
UK or the Netherlands may want
to buy an arrangement from a
Swedish, US or Canadian arranger.
You pay a fee to the arranger for
the song and may think you have
done everything you need to.
However, when a US arranger
(for example) obtains permission
to create a new arrangement,
they may only have been
given permission to sell their
arrangement in the US. This kind
of restriction has not always been
pointed out by arrangers in the
past. If the arranger is only allowed
to sell in the US or Canada or
Sweden, then any chorus or quartet
from Region 31 wanting to buy that

by Elaine Hamilton, Region 31 Team Coordinator and Valerie
Taylor, Vocal Dimension

3.

arrangement would need to obtain
an additional approval in the UK/
Netherlands and possibly pay an
additional licence fee.
If the arranger is from the UK
and the chorus/quartet is from
the UK, there shouldn’t be an
issue provided the arranger has
obtained permission to make and
sell the arrangement in the UK.
However, some arrangers do create
arrangements without getting
clearance in advance and will ask
the chorus/quartet to do that, so
the group will still need to get a
licence from the publishing house.

How to get copyright clearance
(a licence)
If an arrangement requires clearance
in the UK/Netherlands, the chorus or
quartet will need to contact the UK
publisher/copyright holder. Sometimes
it is difficult to find out who owns the
copyright. If you have a copy of the
music you might find details at the
bottom of the first page.
If not, the next step is to ask the
arranger. They may know which
publishing house manages the
copyright. Some of the big companies
are Hal Leonard, Universal, Faber and
Alfred.
If the arranger can’t help, it can be a
painful and time-consuming experience
to establish which company manages
the copyright and then to get a
response. Some publishing houses can
be very slow to reply and sometimes
don’t respond at all!
A company called Tresona offers to
help act as a clearing house for many of
these publishers, particularly in the US,
but this seems to be at an inflated cost.
Some arrangers have advised choruses/
quartets not to use their service for this
reason.

Possible solutions
PURCHASING “PUBLISHED
ARRANGEMENTS”
Some arrangements have already been
cleared for worldwide distribution. This
may be because a very wide licence was
obtained by the arranger, or because
the song is so old that it is no longer

subject to copyright restrictions. Both
Sweet Adelines International (SAI)
and Barbershop Harmony Society
(BHS) have a list of songs which can be
purchased and which do not require
any additional clearances.
In addition, some barbershop arrangers
are now using www.sheetmusicplus.
com (SMP) to sell their arrangements.
Joey Minshall and Glenda Lloyd are
among the arrangers who do this. Hal
Leonard (the publishing house) are also
making more of their music catalogue
available on the SMP website. You
can buy the number of copies you
need and pay directly through the
site and no additional licences are
needed. This seems to be a much more
straightforward approach and it is likely
that more arrangers and publishers will
start using SMP and similar sites.
Arrangers like Deke Sharon also publish
their work on the SMP website as
well as on other music retail sites like
Contemporary A Cappella Publishing.
SERVICE OFFERED BY BABS
Mike Lofthouse, British Association
of Barbershop Singers’ (BABS) music
consultant, has advised he is willing
to assist members of SAI, BABS and
Ladies Association of British Barbershop
Singers (LABBS) in getting permissions
for music that falls under Hal Leonard
Europe’s (HLE) control. For all others
(Faber, Alfred, etc.) he can advise
on contacts and specifics for online
requisitions. For any application, Mike
needs to know or have the following
information:
•
•

•
•
•

Title of music and writer(s) and
arranger(s).
Has it been used before, e.g.
is it from a source such as BHS
or SAI? (see next page for new
arrangements)
Copies of the music if you have
them to identify other clues as to
who owns the rights.
How many copies are needed and
any timing issues that could be
important.
Name of chorus or quartet

Once he gets this information, he will
check who owns the print rights in
the UK (Note that new arrangements
go through a different process so are
handled singly). Mike collects requests
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over a period of around one month to
get sufficient numbers to gain volume
benefits and then sends a list of all the
songs to HLE. About ten days later HLE
issue contracts and an invoice for all the
music and Mike then sends an invoice
to the chorus or quartet for their songs,
with the details that need to be added
to the master copy of music used to
make copies for members. The price
invoiced includes a £20.00 Licensing
Assistance fee for each song, for the
work done establishing and purchasing
the rights.

arrange. (The only condition is that the
subsequent arrangement is sold to the
public through SMP.) There are a huge
number of songs on the list already and
this is expected to grow. There are no
clearance fees and no complicated
processes for arrangers to follow.
The arranger sets up an ArrangeMe
account, arranges the song and within
24-48 hours the song goes live on the
website and sales can begin. The songs
can be sold anywhere in the world and
special permission is not needed in any
particular country.

COPYRIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR
PUBLIC PERFORMANCES
Royalties also have to be paid in the
UK if a musical work is performed in
public. This is an activity protected by
copyright which requires a separate
licence. If you put on a show or sing
on someone else’s show, you will need
to pay royalties via the PRS, as above.
If your chorus is a member of Making
Music (the charity), you can streamline
all your PRS fees in one annual
payment. If not, you will have to pay via
the PRS website.

The whole process is handled by
email and you will need to reply to
whatever is the latest email, so the
trail of information is kept together.
Mike’s address is: musicadviceservice@
singbarbershop.com

You could ask your favourite arranger to
arrange a song from this list and then
buy it from the website. To find out
which songs are on the list you need an
ArrangeMe arranger’s account, or you
can find the list on Glenda Lloyd’s
website.

In the UK, the premises in which you are
performing may have a licence to hold
public performances. Many concert
halls, theatres and large churches will
already have a premises licence, so you
may not need to pay royalties via the
PRS. Often the venue will ask for a list
of songs you are performing so they
can make the PRS declaration. You can
search for licensed premises on the PRS
website.

If a piece of music is owned by Faber,
Alfred Publishing or Universal Music,
you can either contact Mike for
assistance, or contact them directly.
Faber have an application form on
their website. Alfred deal by email:
permissions@alfreduk.com as do
Universal: contact@umusic.com
Note: some songs are owned by
more than one publisher and so
on rare occasions you may need to
get permission from more than one
company.
MAKING A NEW ARRANGEMENT
Sheet Music Plus (mentioned above)
also have a facility for arrangers called
ArrangeMe. Songs listed there are preapproved by Hal Leonard for anyone to

Other points
COPYRIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR
LEARNING TRACKS, CDS AND DVDS
In the UK, the Performing Rights
Society (PRS) manages the collection
of royalties for public performances
of copyright works and also for digital
recordings and videos. Choruses and
quartets should pay a licence fee to
produce learning track CDs, to make
videos which they distribute, or to
issue downloads which are made
available on their websites. This is
a relatively straightforward process
(although it does require a fee to be
paid). https://www.prsformusic.com/
licences

For competitions in the UK, either the
venue or the RMT provide the PRS
license. Competitions in the USA use
different organisations, ASCAP, BMI
and SESAC, and Sweet Adelines applies
for and provides the Performance
License for their annual international
convention.
(Image below by Cassi Stewart via
unsplash.com)

QUARTET ORDER OF APPEARANCE
1. Fortuity*
2. Dutch Delight
3. Chatterbox
4. FourEffect
5. Sound Central
6. Nova
7. The Firebirds
8. BAM!
9. Nightfall
10. Incognito
11. Chaos
*

12. Tesseract
13. Lady Barbalade
14. Vocal Zone
15. Carousel
16. Stardust & Sparkle
17. 4SURE!
18. Raise the Roof
19. Ain’t Misbehavin
20. Oops!
21. Blonde Ambition

CHORUS ORDER OF APPEARANCE
1. Mayflower A
Cappella
2. Acappella Sound
3. Solent Sounds
4. No Borders Show
5. Surrey Harmony
6. Rhapsody UK
7. Heartbeat UK
8. Singsational

9. London City
Singers
10. Singing Unlimited
11. BackBeat A
Cappella
12. Ignite UK
13. Sheffield Harmony
14. Milltown Sound
15. Vocal Dimension
16. Aberdeen

evaluation only

#31AT20

SUNDAY EDUCATION
Starts

Class

Facilitator

09:30

Let’s get physical

Tori Postma

10:00

What makes a good
contest arrangement

Sharon Babb

10:45

Ask a judge / Director’s
forum

Sharon Babb & Tori
Postma / Nancy Kelsall

11:30

Mixed harmony singing

Simon Arnott

We’re grateful that the fabulous judges are giving up their time
freely to provide education classes on Sunday morning.
Simon Arnott (of London City Singers and Trailblazers) has
also kindly agreed to lead a session on mixed harmony singing
where you can get tips on warming up and repertoire selection
as well as singing a snippet from an arrangement.
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CALENDAR
4-7 April 2019

SABS En Armonia 2019 Convention

Calpe, Spain

26-28 April 2019

LABBS Harmony College

Nottingham, England

10-12 May 2019

CARDIFF 2019 CONVENTION

St David’s Hall, Cardiff, Wales

24-27 May 2019

BABS 45th Annual Convention

Bournemouth, England

25-28 July 2019

IES 2019: SING AND CELEBRATE

RNCM, Manchester, England

16-21 September 2019

Sweet Adelines International 73rd Annual
Convention & Competition

New Orleans, Louisiana, USA

4-6 October 2019

IABS 30th Annual Convention

Killarney, Ireland

25-27 October 2019

LABBS Convention 2019

Llandudno, Wales

27 October 2019

Barbershop in Harmony Mixed Quartet Contest

Llandudno, Wales

15-17 May 2020

CARDIFF 2020 CONVENTION

St David’s Hall, Cardiff, Wales

5-8 May 2021

European Barbershop Convention 2021

Helsingborg, Sweden

NEXT HARMONY RAG
The next Harmony Rag will be published in
the summer of 2019
Deadline for stories and advertisement is on
end of June 2019 – send to harmonyrag@
sweetadelines.org.uk

FOLLOW QUARTET OF
NATIONS ON SOCIAL
facebook.com/QuartetOfNations
twitter.com/SAIRegion31
instagram.com/sairegion31

